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ON THE EQUIVALENCE OF VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS III 
JAN ClIRASTINA, Brno 
(Received October 13, 1992) 
The equivalence problem for multiple variational integrals (i.e., the problem 
whether two such integrals can be identified modulo contact forms by means of an 
invertible transformation) proves to be much more difficult than the case of one 
independent variable. So we shall begin with rather particular examples here. Con-
tinuing [3], the method is quite elementary: if such an integral is given, we search 
for other objects intrinsically related to it. They may be of very diverse nature and 
of a certain independent interest but our final aim is to determine an intrinsical 
coframe, the Frcnet coframe. Then, since the equivalence transformations between 
variational integrals necessarily identify the relevant intrinsical objects of the same 
nature, we may interrupt the calculations. Indeed, the Frenet coframes determine 
(or disprove the existence of) the equivalence transformation to an analogous extent 
as the Maurer-Cartan forms did for the structure of Lie groups. The realization 
proper of equivalences, investigation of the structure of invariants (i.e., of intrin-
sically related differential operators, cf. [7]), and discussion of certain degenerate 
subcases cannot be made at this place for technical reasons. 
It is to be mentioned that the common method of G-structures and the related 
generalized geometries in finite-dimensional underlying spaces of jets of a fixed order 
given in advance is of a quite different nature, sec the classical works [1, 2] and the 
recent expositions [5, 6]. In principle, the interrelation between them should be based 
on the theory of infinitely prolonged Lie-Cartan pseudogroups [4], and for this reason 
it is not realizable here. Also the equivalence of constrained multiple integrals and 
order increasing transformations are tacitly passed over. 
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F I R S T ORDER DOUBLE INTEGRALS 
1. P r e p a r a t o r y resu l ts . We begin with the simplest but typical equivalence 
problem which will serve as a model for the next more complicated tasks. We are 
interested in the variational integral 
(1) / / / ( # , H, H, ux,uy) dx Л dy —•> extremum (u = H(т, H), / ф 0) 
without any assumption on the underlying space, that is, in the space of jets of infinite 
order. This space is equipped with coordinates x, H, u^ (i,j = 0, V . . . ) , contact forms 
flij = diiij — Ui+ij dx — Uij+i dx, and the Lagrange density A = f dx A dy. (We 
shall use abbreviations like u = itoo, ux = itio, uy = Hoi, . . . , # = ^oo, 0X = i)\o, i9y = 
î oi? • • • * and occasionally a 0 0 = a,. . . for various coefficients through our exposition.) 
The module H = {i)ij\i,j = 0, V ...} of all forms of the kind Ylaij^ij a n c ^ t n e 
family of all forms £ of the kind 
(2) £ = A + ^ ( ^ dV ~ cij dx + tfAe) A Vij 
(i.e., satisfying £ = A (mod ft)) are taken for primary intrinsical objects. Here both 
the sums are finite but of an arbitrary (uncertain) length with arbitrary (varying) 
coefficients a u , . . . , d^ (each depending on a finite number of coordinates of the 
infinite-dimensional underlying space). 
Clearly the module ft1- of all vector fields Z satisfying u(Z) = 0 (to G ft) is an 
intrinsical object, too. This derived intrinsical object consists of all vector fields 
Z = pdx -f qdy where 
dx = d/dx + ^ Ui+ijd/diiij, dy = d/dy + ^ Uij+id/duij 
(infinite series) are the familiar formal derivatives and p, q are arbitrary functions. 
It follows that d = rdx A dy with variable r is an intrinsical family of bivectors. It 
contains a unique bivector d with the property <9J£ = 1, namely d = dx A 0y/f. 
This is a very simple example of the procedure called specification which will be 
repeatedly employed. (The specified objects will be denoted by upper bars but often 
we shall not dogmatically follow this rule for technical reasons.) 
We shall prove in Section 5 that for every I — 0 , 1 , . . . , the submodule Qe — 
{0ij\i 4- j ^ £} C ft is an intrinsical object. (So the equivalences are prolonged con-
tact transformations. Indeed, by the classical definition, these are just such trans-
formations which preserve all modules ft0 = {t/}, ft1 = {0, fix, fly),—) It will be 
moreover proved in Section G that the familiar Poincare-Cartan ('PC) form 
(3) f = A - ( P d i J - Q d x ) A t f (P = df/dx,Q = df/dy) 
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is an intrinsical element of the family of forms £. Then the differential 
(4) d£ = {Edx A dy - (Ldx + Mtiy) A dy + (M0X + Ndy) A dx } A tf 
is an intrinsical object, too. Here E = df/du - dxP - 0yQ is the familiar Euler-
Lagrange (£C) operator and we abbreviate L — ff2f/du'x, M — ff
2f/duxduy, N = 
ff2f/du2. Denoting by u; = ad (a y- 0), an arbitrary generator of ft0, the family of 
forms {...}/a is clearly intrinsical modulo ft0 (cf. (4)). There is a unique t, namely 
/ -z E/fa, such that {...}/a = t£ (modulo ft). It follows that 
(5) - { . - . } - ff = ~((Mi)x + Ni)y) A da: - (Ldx + Mtiy) A dy ) 
is an intrinsical family modulo ft0. Recalling that Z = pdx + qdy, u — ad, both the 
families of forms 
Z\du ^a(pdx+qdy), 
Z\ (J{...} - tt) = \((pM - qL)dx + (pN - qM)dy) 
arc intrinsical modulo ft0. They are proportional if and only if 
(G) pM - qL = sa2p, pN - qM = sa2q 
where s is the (intrinsical) proportionality factor. A nontrivial solution p, q of (6) 
exists if and only if s2 — (M2 — LN)/aA. Assuming E ^ 0 from now on, it follows 
that 
I = s
2/tA = (M2 - LN)fA/EA 
is an invariant function to the original integral (1). It determines the transformation 
rule for the £C operator (and for the £C equation E — 0). 
2. The hyperbolic subcase. Supposing M2 > LN, we may introduce the 
intrinsical requirements s = 1 and s = — 1. They both provide the common spec-
ification a = (M2 — FN)1/4 of the coefficient a, hence the specification Q = ciu of 
the form u>. Moreover, we obtain two (not yet ultimate) specifications Z+,Z~ of 
the family Z if the coefficients p, q are chosen to satisfy (G) with s = 1 or 5 = — 1, 
respectively. Assuming L ^ O (for certainty), one can see that 
(7) z+ =«,+ (a, + ^-Qy) ,z- = w- (a, + = ± ^ 3 , ) 
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where w+,w~ are arbitrary functions. In geometrical terms, Z + and Z~ are intrin-
sical fields of directions. Our next aim is to specify w+,w~ to obtain even intrinsical 
vector fields. We may use the relation Z+ A Z~ = wd where the coefficient 
(8) w = iv+w~2a2f/L 
is of intrinsical nature. It would be possible to introduce the requirement iv = 1. 
But this measure is not efficient enough and we abstain from it for a moment. 
In order to employ a more efficient tool, let us look at the families of forms 
(9) C=Z+\-=w+(f(dy-^dx)^(Q-^p)y, 
(10) cD+ = Z+J dQ = w+ ( ( c \ + ^-j^-dy) In a • Q + a(tix + - ^ - ^ ^ ) ) , 
and C~ — -~~J£> w~ = %~\ &~ not explicitly stated here. (At this place, it may 
be interesting to note the formula C+ A C~ = w~ which means that the study of ~, 
hence of the integral (1), can be replaced by the study of C+ , C~ without loss of 
information. One can also observe that the intrinsical system ~ = C~ = C+ -~0is 
equivalent to the system d:r = dy = du = 0. So the family of variables x, y, u is of 
intrinsical nature and the equivalences are a mere prolonged point transformations.) 
This construction can be continued by setting 
(11) UJ++ = Z+\ du+ , OJ+- = Z+J do;" , UJ— = Z~\ du~ , 
and this will provide us the sought Frenet coframe later on. 
Let us return to the problem of ultimate specification of Z + , Z~. We shall use 
the common method of moving frames reformulated in elementary terms as follows. 
First, the forms dx and dy can be expressed as linear combinations of C+, C~> ~-
Second, the forms i)x and dy can be expressed as linear combinations of CJ
+, UJ~ , Q. 
Third, d is a multiple of Q. Altogether taken, the forms d~ , dC+ A C+, dC~ A C~ 
can be expressed (in terms of dx , dy , d, dx, i9y and hence) as linear combinations of 
exterior products of the forms C+5 C~> ~, <̂
+> UJ~ • The coefficients are of intrinsical 
nature, of course. We shall not state intermediate calculations but only the most 
important part of the final result. Denoting 
A+=A-i±^,B+=Q-A+P,C+=f(A+^--^-), 
L V oux oily/ 
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and analogously A , B , C with —a2 at the place of a2, one can derive the formulae 
dcD = — (C+ A CD" - C~ A cD+) 
+ —{w~(C+ In a - I~+)cD+ - iL;+(C~ In a - JB") A CD, 
^va 
_L T- J. 
dC+ A C+ - . •. + ^ r f f - - - C + A - + I?-)cD+ + (w+)2^C~A~cD-) A C" A C+, 
wa \\2a2 ) w ) 
dC~ AC" = . . . + — {{~CA+ + B+\u~ - (w~)2CA+uA AC+AC". 
wa \\2a2 J ) 
(It is to be noted that analogous development of the form d£ does not give any 
useful result: the most interesting coefficients either vanish or are expressible in 
terms of I and w. A geometrical interpretation of this failure would be desirable.) 
The coefficients on the right hand side can be employed for specification of w+,w~. 
For instance, if C+ In a ^ H+, then the coefficient of cD+ A cD in the development 
of dcD can be equated to 1. Moreover, owing to (8), we obtain 
(12) w+ = L(C+lna-D+)/2a3f 
which yields the ultimate specification of Z+. If C~ In a y-= 2?~, then w~ (hence Z~) 
can be specified in the analogous manner. (Then w given by (8) with these iu+, 
w~ substituted turns into an invariant. A lot of other invariants can be obtained 
by using the coefficients of the developments of the forms dC+ A C+ and dC~ A C-.) 
Besides the already known form cD, we have intrinsical forms C+ (cf. (9)), C~, <̂ + 
(cf. (10)), cD~, and the series (11). The only advantage of this choice of specification 
is that Z+, Z~ play a symmetric role. But this is no longer true if we look for a 
Frcnet coframe. Indeed, owdng to [Z+^Z~] G £7+ (a consequence of [dx,dy] = 0), 
wc have [Z+,Z~] = AZ+ + BZ~ with certain (in general nonvanishing) invariants 
_4, B. As follows from the formula 
Z+\dZ~\ d(D = Cz+Cz-ip = (Cz-Cz+ + £[z+)Z-])cD 
= Z-JJZ+J dcD - (AZ+ + BZ~)\ dcD (cp G n) 
applied to cp = cD, the forms cD+, cD~, cD"1 , cD~+ are linearly dependent. A little 
generalized argument gives that the sought Frenet coframe may consist of the forms 
C+, C~» ~: ^^ UJ~ an (J o n ly those forms of (11) for which the indices "+" precede 
all indices "~." (One can easily find that we indeed obtain a coframe by looking at 
the higher order summands i)ij of these forms.) So the symmetry is lost in the final 
result. It seems that it is better to give up the symmetry from the very beginning 
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and to choose, e.g., the specification (12) together with the requirement w = 1 which 
determines w~ (cf. (8)). Then, owing to the familiar formula 
d^ (X, Y) = X<p(Y) - Y<p(X) - <p([X, Y]) 
applied to (D = C+,C~ and X = Z+,Z~, and easily verifiable equations Q+(Z+) = 
Q~(Z~) = 0, (+(Z~) = — Q~(Z+) = w = 1, one can derive explicit expressions A = 
dC~ (Z+ ,Z~), B = - d C + (Z+,Z~). This facilitates the dependences between the 
terms of the sequence (11). Moreover, owing to the formula £ = w(+ A C~ = C+ A C~ 
and hence d£ = dC+ A C~~ — C+ A dC~ , the Bianchi identities between the invariants 
arising from d 2 £ = 0 substantially simplify. 
The above calculations fail if and only if C + h i a = B+, C~\\\a = B~. (One 
can verify that this happens if and only if we deal with a rather peculiar integrals 
(1) where / satisfies a Monge-Ampere equation of the kind M2 — LN = gf~4 with 
a positive function g = g(x,y,u).) In this case, the development of the form ~ is 
useless but instead any one of the forms dC+ A C+, dC~ A C~ can be employed to 
determine the sought specification of w+, iv~. We shall omit more details since 
except for complicated formulae no new ideas appear. 
3. The elliptical subcase M2 < LN can be settled by means of tedious coin-
plexification of the preceding results and separation of real and imaginary parts. 
Instead of this method, we shall adopt another approach. 
Recall the intrinsical objects Z = pdx + qdy G ft^, UJ = ad ~ fi° (a / 0), and 
introduce the intrinsical family C — pdx +qdy (mod ft0) with ]), q variable functions. 
(As this family is concerned, it is identical with the family Z\ d£ = f(pdy — qdx) 
within the change of notation p = —qf', q = pf'.) Then the mappings 
Z -> Z\ duj =" a(pdx + qdy) (mod Q°), 
C -> C A d̂ " = C A CD A {j~((PL + qM)0x + (pM + qN)dy) ->{...} 
into ft1 /Q,0 make good sense. The former can be inverted and composed with the 
latter to the result 
(13) C = Pdx + qdy ->{...} = a(pdx + qdy) -> pdx + qdy = Z 
which is a polarity with respect to the quadratic form 
1 
QK) = ą(pàx + qåy) = -^(Цp)2 + 2Mpq + N(q)2) 
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In this polarity, the intrinsical 2-form f = f dx Ady (mod ft0) is transformed into 
the family of bivectors 
/ • -^(LdX + Mdy) A ^(MdX + NOy) =
 LN " M d. 
faz jaz a4 
It follows that the coefficient (LN — M2)/aA is of intrinsical nature. In the elliptical 
case, it may be equated to 1. This yields the specifications a = (LN — M 2 ) 1 / 4 , 
CD = d i ) . 
Note moreover that the mapping (13) can be inverted. As a result, the polarity 
with respect to the quadratic form 
Q-'(Z) = Q~l(pdx +qdy) = ^(N(p)
2 - 2Mpq + L(q)2) 
a1 
arises. (We use the specified values of quadratic forms without change of notation.) 
We are passing to more advanced tools, the moving frames. But instead of in-
troducing orthonormal frames with respect to Q, Q" 1 , we shall deal with a quite 
general basis Z1 , Z2 of n x : 
(14) Z{ = p{dx + q
ldy (i = 1,2; p
xq2 - OV ^ 0) 
and the families of forms 
(15) C = Z*\l LO1 = Z{\ duJ (» = 1,2). 
Clearly Z1 A Z2 = wd where the coefficient 
(1C) W = (p'q2 - qlp2)f 
is of intrinsical nature. One can then establish the existence of a development 
dO = - ( C 1 A C J 2 - C 2 Auj1)-i-(A2u;1 ->!1cD2)AcJ, 
w 
Ai - ! (fd\\\a P\ { /dlna Q_\ A 
aw V V dux f J \ duy f J J 
Assume that A1 are not identically vanishing. Then the requirement A1 = 0 deter-
mines p1, q1 up to a nonvanishing factor which can be ultimately specified by the 
normalization Q_ 1(ZX) = 1. With Z1 already known, Z2 can be determined (up to 
a sign) from the orthogonality Q~1(Z1 ,Z2) = 0 and normalization Q _ 1 (Z 2 ) = 1. 
(With this specification, A2 turns into an invariant but w is a constant, the area of an 
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orthogonal frame.) Altogether taken, we may introduce a Frenet coframe consisting 
of the above forms C1, £2, 6), LJ1 , UJ2 and those forms of the recurrently defined family 
(17) LJU = Zl\dul 
(i = 1,2 and I is a sequence with terms 1 or 2) which have nondecreasing upper 
indices. 
We shall not discuss the exceptional subcase when A1 are identically vanishing. 
(One can verify that it may happen if and only if M2 — LN = a/4 with an appropriate 
negative g = g(x,y,u).) It seems that then the simultaneous investigation of the 
forms C1, C/2 and the use of moving frames orthogonal with respect to the forms Q, 
Q _ 1 is necessary but no serious difficulties arise. 
4. The parabolical subcase M2 = LN leads to quite other results. As before, 
the module SI, the PC form f (cf. (3)), the generator u = ad (a ^ 0) of fi°, and 
the moving frame (14) are intrinsical objects. We shall assume L / O , for certainty 
Then, denoting C = M/L, we have N = CM = C2L and the formula (4) simplifies 
to 
d£ = {Edx Ady + L(tfx+Cdy)A(Cdx - dy)} At?. 
Since {. . .}/a — t£ = L(dx + Cfly) A (C dx — dy) (mod QP) is an intrinsical family 
(as before) and t = E/fa is uniquely determined, we may introduce the intrinsical 
requirement t = 1 (E ^ 0 is tacitly assumed here). So wre obtain the specification 
a = E/ f', CD = ad of higher order than in the preceding sections. 
Let us pass to the frame (14). First of all, clearly 
Zl\ d ({.. .}/a - 0 =• -L(plC - ql)(dx + C0y)/a (mod fi°) 
and we may introduce the requirement plC = ql. We obtain the family Zl = 
Pl(dx + Cdy) with a variable factor p
l ^ 0. Secondly, by owing to the relation 
Zl A Z2 = pl(q2 - Cp2)f - d, we may require 
(18) P1(q2-Cp2)f = l. 
Thirdly, by the formulae 
Z2\({.. .}/a - 0 =* ~L(p2C - q2)(dx + Cdy) I a, 
Zl\du) =pla(tix +Cdy) 
permit to require L(p2C - q2)/a = ±pla (=F = sign fL, see below), that is, 
-L/dfp1 = ±p1a (use (18)). So we have the specification 
p1 = ( T i / / )
1 / 2 / « 2 = / ( T / X ) 1 / 2 £ " 2 , 
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and thus the vector field Z1 is ultimately determined. 
Passing to the determination of the second term Z2 of the frame (14), we shall 
employ the differential of the well-known form 
C1 - Z1\l = p1(f(dy -Cdx) + (Q - CP)d). 
One can see that the form 
/ O — PC\ 
dC1 A C1 = Plf(- dC A dx + d(Ad) ) A tf1 (A = ^— J 
can be expressed in terms of da;, dy, du, dux , duy (no differentials of the second 
order derivatives appear), that is, in terms of C1, C2? <̂> <-A <*>2- Coefficients of the 
terms C2 A CD A C1, u2 A CD A C1, u2 A C2 A C1 of this development are invariants (they 
depend on the already specified functions) and we shall omit then. Coefficients of 
u;1 A u; A C1, u;1 A C2 A C1 are as follows: 
a \ V dux dUyJ J 
Together with (18), the last coefficient equated to zero gives the system 
P W -P2C) - 1 =p1fU^- -P2^-) +A = 0 
V oux auy / 
for the specification of the coefficients p2, q2. If this system is not uniquely solvable 
(i.e., if dC/duy = CdC/dux), the coefficient (19) can be used in analogous manner 
with better final effect. 
If both vector fields Z1, Z2 are specified then the determination of a Prenet coframe 
is easy (at least in principle) and need not be discussed. 
5. Au tomorph i sms of ft. Let us return to the statements used but not proved 
in Section 1. First of all, we should like to prove that all invertible transformations 
which preserve the module ft are the prolonged contact transformations. In other 
terms, every automorphism of ft preserves the submodules fte = {dij\ i+j^C}cft 
for I = 1 , — In still other terms, these submodules fte are intrinsically related 
to ft. It is however sufficient to deal only with the submodule ft0 since the other 
ones ft1, ft2, . . . are determined from it by the recurrence fte+1 = fte -f- Czfte (Z 
varies through ft-1). But ft0 consists of all multiples ad, so the forms of the kind ai) 
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should be distinguished from the other forms of the module fl. Roughly speaking, 
the distinctive property of the forms ad (a ^ 0) is that they generate a basis of ft 
after a certain application of operators Cz (Z £ ft1). In more detail, the idea is 
realized as follows. 
Given two linearly independent vector fields X,Y £ ft1 and cD G ft, we introduce 
forms 
urs = (Cxy(cY)
8uj = (x\d)8(Y\d)ru e ft. 
We may suppose X = dx, Y = dy at a fixed point after an appropriate change of 
variables. Then, assuming UJ = ^aui'1{j and looking for the higher order identically 
nonvanishing summands u = . . . + Y a%3 ^ij (2 + J — 0? 0 1 1 G c a n s c e t n a t 
= ... + Şľ aijði+rJ+s (i+j = t) 
at the given point. It follows that the forms urs (r,s = 0,1,.. .) are linearly inde-
pendent. On the other hand, they constitute a basis of ft if and only if t = 0, hence 
u; = a0 (a = a00 ^ 0). This is the sought distinctive property of the forms ad and 
we are done. 
6. Identification of the VC form. Now, we should like to prove that the form 
(3) occupies a special (intrinsical) position in the family of all forms (2). This will 
be realized by successive reduction of the (rather wide) family (2). 
One can observe that the module 3 = {dx , dy , da , dux , duy } plays a certain spe-
cial role: this is the minimal module of 1-forms such that there exists a nonvanishing 
form in ft0 (e.g., the form i?) with the property that both this form and its differential 
can be algebraically expressed in terms of elements of the mentioned module. (Less 
formally: .T, H, H, ux, uy is the minimal family of coordinates such that a nonvanish-
ing form in ft0 can be expressed in terms of them.) So the reduced family involving 
such forms (2) which are expressible in terms of elements of 3 is of intrinsical na-
ture. The mentioned reduced family consists of forms (2) with b7J = ciJ = d^e = 0 
if at least one of the indices i, j , fc, t is greater than 1. (We may moreover assume 
dlQ0 = clo? = 0 without loss of generality.) 
For this reduced family of forms (2) we introduce an additional requirement d£ = 0 
(mod ft0, ft A ft). One can verify that this is equivalent to the system 
b10 = c01 = b01 + c10 = c00 + Q + 0,b01 =b00 + P + 0yc
10 = 0. 
So we deal with (a still more) reduced family of forms of the kind 
£ = A - (P dy -Q dx + udx + vuy) A d + wdx Ady-d (rd) 
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where r, u, v, iv are varying functions expressible in terms of the remaining variables 
c10, J00, d°°, d\° (for instance r = c10). 
The next intrinsical requirement df = 0 (mod Q°) immediately gives w = 0 
and u = v = 0. So we have a rather narrow family of forms of the kind £ = 
X — (P dx — Qdy) Ad - d (n?) with variable r. 
Finally, recall the frame (14) and denote £ = Z{\£ (i = 1,2) where the family 
£ is inserted on the right. One can find that £ is a multiple of the product ^ A £2 
(the last intrinsical requirement) if and only if r = 0. So the ultimate reduction is 
achieved, the family (2) is intrinsically reduced to the VC form (3). 
SECOND ORDER DOUBLE INTEGRALS 
7. P r e p a r a t o r y resul ts . Retaining the previous underlying space and the same 
module ft of contact forms, we shall be interested in the second order variational 
integral 
(20) / / f(x,y,u,ux,Uy,uxx,uxy,Uyy)dx Ady -> extremum. 
Then the family (2) with X = f dx A dy is taken for the primary intrinsical object, 
but recalling the module E and the relevant reasonings of Section 6, the family (2) 
can be again reduced by assuming 6U = c^ = d^e if at least one of the indices exceeds 
1. For this narrower family of forms, the additional requirement d£ = 0 (mod ft0, 
Q A fi) gives the system 
,oi _,_ °f _ oi __ df _ -oi _,_ .10 , df ř>щ + ----- = c ш + •£— = b01 + c l ü + 
8UXX dUyy 8UXy 
(21) = coo + | / _ _ d M_ + ax6oi = 6oo + df_ _ 10 + df_ _ Q 
OUy UUyy OUX UUXX 
for the remaining coefficients appearing in (2). Simulating the approach of Section 
6 rather closely, we recall the frame (14) and the families £* = Z{\£, UJ{ — Z{\ du 
(i = 1, 2; UJ = ad, a / 0). Then the congruence 
do; = ~(e AUJ2- e Au1) + ^(b01 - c l V A ^ 2 (mod n°) 
w f 
can be verified by direct calculation and the intrinsical requirement do; = 0 (mod 
^ ° . tlA2) implies b01 = c10. Together with the third equation (21), this determines 
the coefficients 
(22) b01 = c10 = \df/duxy 
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(and thus all blj, clj are ultimately specified). The forms <f are still depending on 
the coefficients pl, ql. But the product 
£l A £2 = w(X + Y^(bij dy - cij dx ) A i){j + - ] T V'ti^ A ] T c
1 " ^ ) 
involves only the intrinsical coefficient w (cf. (16)). (It would be possible to require 
w — 1 but we abstain from this measure for a moment.) Then the final requirement 
ĉ 1 A (2 = tuf; can be introduced. This yields the values of the remaining coefficients 
г/
1 0
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and thus the sought intrinsical VC form f. 
By virtue of the properties of the form £, a congruence of the kind d£ = Ed A 
dx A dy (mod Q A fi) is valid. Here E = ^(-dx)
l(-dyy df /duij is the familiar £ £ 
operator, of course. In terms of u = ad and £, the last congruence reads 
- E -
d£ = y-ujAt, (mod (]All) . 
Assuming E ^ 0, we may introduce the requirement E/fa = 1, that is, the intrinsical 
specifications a = E/ f, CD = aV#. 
With this result, it remains to specify p \ G\ Indeed, if Z1, Z2 turn into intrinsical 
vector fields, then £x, £2,-D, (15) together with the appropriate forms selected from 
(17) will provide the sought Frenet coframe. 
8. A digression to algebra. We shall deal with a two-dimensional vector space 
V equipped with a basis Li, v and its automorphism A determined by 
Aft = pV + " V Av = p'V + Q2v (A = plq2 - qlp2 7- 0). 
There are induced automorphisms denoted 52^4, 53^4, . . . of the symmetrical tensor 
product spaces 52V, 53V, . . . , respectively. They can be explicitly written down, 
eg., 
S2Afj, 0 /t = (IYVV O /* + V<1V © ^ + (^) 2 ' y 0 ^ 
The inversion A"v arises after the substitution 
(23) V q
2/A, q1 -> - g Д, p 2 -> - p 2 / Д , q2 -* p1/A 
in the above expression of A It follows that the same substitution (23) in the 
formula for S2A,S3A,... (not explicitly written here) would yield the inversions 
(S2A)~X = S2(A~l), (S3A)~l = 5 3 (A~ 1 ), .... 
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9. Characteristic directions. The families Zx can be ultimately specified by 
employing either £ or da). Both the ways, though technically different, lead to the 
same final result. (Such coincidences appear again and again. They indicate the 
existence of certain hidden geometrical structures.) For brevity, we shall consider 
only the congruence 
dcD = da A 0 + add = d In a A Q = -^jdE A cD (mod ft3). 
This is equivalent to the investigation of the intrinsical form dE/Ef (mod ft3) but 
we shall consider only the congruence 
(24) dE/Ef S. ~ A«tfy (mod ft
3, C\ C2) 
where the sum is with i + j = 4 and the abbreviations A40 = -jhd2f/duxx, A
31 — 
fjd2f/duxxduxy, A
22 = £j(2d2f/duxxduyy + d
2f/du2xy), A
13 = ijd2f/duyyduyx, 
A°'{ - -jjjd2f/duyy are used. The forms dij in (24) can be expressed by intrinsical 
forms of the 4th order of the sequence (17), namely the forms 
_ , , 1111 , , _ , , 1112 , , __ ,2222 
CD40 — CD , CD31 — CD , . . . , CD04 = CD 
(with nondecreasing upper multiindices) are quite enough. The forms depend on the 
as yet unspecified coefficients pl, ql, of course. After the substitution, (24) turns into 
dE/Ef =* ^ f l ^ (mod n3>C\C2) 
where B%i (i + j = 4) are coefficients of intrinsical nature. 
The calculation of the coefficients is easy if one uses the hint of Section 8. Indeed, 
the lower order formulae 
J = Z{\ dcD .= a{pldx + q%) (mod ft
0) 
clearly induce analogous expressions of the higher order terms of the sequence (17), 
eg-, 




It is obvious that the multiples a52„4, aS3A, . . . of the symmetrical tensor products 
appear. Consequently, the inversion of these formulae (i.e., the expression of the 
forms \)ij by means of the forms uij) easily appear after the substitution (23). For 
our aim, it is sufficient to deal only with 4th order forms. 
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xy J dUyydUXy <9lt^y 
and B04 resulting from B40 after the substitution q2 -» g1, p2 —•> p1. In rough terms, 
the next performances can be outlined as follows. If H40 is identically nonvanishing 
(i.e., if / is a nonlinear function of second derivatives), then the requirements i?04 = 
0, I?40 = 0 provide (the same) 4th order algebraic equation (e.g.) for the quotients 
w1 = q1 /p1, w2 = q2 jp2. 
We need A / 0 , hence w1 ^ w2, so that the algebraic equation should have at least 
two different real roots which are to be chosen for uj1, w2. (The case of a quadruple 
root is similar to Section 4 so that quite other methods should be applied. The case 
of imaginary roots can be in principle resolved by complexification.) So we obtain 
two distinct intrinsical fields of directions 
(25) Z{ =pi(dx+w
idy) (i = M J W
1 ^ w2) 
where pl are not yet specified. (One can observe that they are nothing else than the 
common characteristic directions to the EC equation.) Then we may employ any 
two of the requirements 
B31 = 1, B22 = 1, H13 = l, w = \. 
They can be respectively expressed as 
p1 V ) 3 B i = 1, (P1P2)2B2 = 1, ( y ) V I ? 3 = 1, (w
2 - wl)pxp2f = 1 
(cf. (16) for the last one) where Hi, B2l B3 are certain (in general nonvanishing) 
polynomials in the well-known values uj1, w2. 
After the ultimate specification of p1 , p2 , the families (25) turn into a certain 
intrinsical vector fields and we are done. 
10. Point equivalences. If we deal with automorphisms of the space of variables 
L;, H, H, then the module 0 = {dx , dy , du } is to be taken for an additional intrinsical 
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object. Using Z = pdx + qdy G ft-
1, v = ad G ft0 (^ 0) and the previous FC form £, 
we look at the congruences modulo 0 : 
Zj£ - (pc10 - Ob10R + (pc01 - qb01)dy, 
Z\duj =-a(pdx +qdy). 
Tlie right hand sides are proportional if and only if 
pc10 - qb10 = sap, pc01 - qb01 = saq. 
A solution Z ^ 0 exists if and only if the proportionality factor 5 satisfies s2 = 
(M2 - LN)/a2 where L = df/duxx, M = df/duxy, N = df/dyyy. So we occur 
in a situation quite analogous to that in Section 1. For instance, if M2 > LN 
then the intrinsical requirement s = ±1 can be introduced and yields the common 
specifications a = (M2 - LN)1/2, ~ = ad, Z+, Z~ formally the same as in Section 2. 
(It is to be noted that these Z+, Z~ have nothing in common with the characteristics 
of the EC equation!) 
11. Fiber equivalences. Here the module {dx , dy } and thus also the previous 
0 = {dx, dy } U fJ° are taken for intrinsical objects. Consequently, the subfamily of 
(2) consisting of all forms 
£ = A dx + J2(bij dy - cij dx) A d{j 
with the typical property £ = 0 (mod dx, dy) is of intrinsical nature. Simplified 
arguments of Section 7 applied to this subfamily lead to the familiar specification, 
the common VC form 
A d:r + dy A (b00tf + b10dx + b
01i)y) + dx A (c°°{> + c
10dx + c
01dy), 
where the coefficients bij, cij are given by (21, 22). Also the following calculations 
and results greatly simplify. 
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FIRST ORDER DIVERGENCE EQUIVALENCE 
12. P r e p a r a t o r y resu l ts . Retaining the previous underlying space endowed 
with the same module ft as before, we shall be interested in the divergence equiv-
alences for the variational integral (1). The primary intrinsical objects are ft (con-
sequently all submodules ft£ C ft) and the family of all 2-forms £d(p with ip an 
arbitrary 1-form, that is, the family of all 3-forms d£ (where £ is expressed as (2)). 
The arguments of Section 5 (except the last one) imply that the differential df of 
the form (3) is of intrinsical nature. So, instead of intrinsical 2-form £, we have the 
closed intrinsical 3-form d£ if we deal with the divergence equivalence. 
Recalling the generator UJ = ad (a ^ 0 is variable) of ft0 and formula (4), we 
conclude that {...}/a is intrinsical modulo ft0 analogously to Section 1. But the 
argument cannot be continued since the form £ is not available here. Instead we 
introduce the intrinsical family 
X = {...}/a+(bdy - cdx) At? (mod ft A ft), 
where a / 0,b, c are variable functions. Using the frame (14), let 
x
{ = Z{\x = —(Edy - Mdx - Ndy - CUJ) - -(Edx - Ldx - M0y - bu), 
(26) ui = Zi\duj =Zi\na - u + a(p{dx + q
{dy). 
Assuming E ^ 0, one can then obtain 
X1 AX
2 ^wLN~M dxAdy, UJ
1 Au)2=-w?-dxAi)y (mod ft
0, x) 
aE E 
with the factor w = (plq2 — qlp2)E/a (other than the previous one (16) which 
does not make any sense here). Assume M2 ^ LN and let ± = sign(M2 - LN). 
Coefficients of i)x A dy differ by a sign (an intrinsical requirement) if and only if we 
specify a = (±(M2 — LN))1/4. We may also introduce Q = ad, x — Edx A dy ja 
(mod ft), w = (plq2 — qlp2)E/a. In particular, it follows that the second order 
variational integral 
/ / 
— d:r Adí/ -> extrémům 
a 
is intrinsically related to the divergence problem. However, Sections 7-11 cannot be 
directly referred to since the function Eja is of a rather special kind, linear in the 
second order derivatives. Although the methods of the previous Sections could be 
easily adapted, we shall draw a slightly different way. 
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13. Concluding results. Instead of looking for the VC form of the above vari-
ational integral, we shall specify the coefficients b, c appearing in \ by means of the 
requirement d\' = 0 (mod fi°,QAD). After some direct calculations, this require-
ment is expressed by 
b = a — \-ox — + dy— \ , c = a — h ox— + d, 
\ oux a a J \ UUy 
V -
a y a 
and then 
dx = IOJ A X (mod SI A fi), 7 = 4 ( —J^- + dxb + dyc 
hi \ on 
where I is clearly an invariant for the diverence equivalences. 
The only remaining problem consists in the specification of pl, q1 (since then the 
forms x1 , X2, ^ , --J1, u2 together with the appropriate forms (17) provide the sought 
Frenet coframe). To this goal, we may employ Q, Hj, J. 
In more detail, dx and fly can be expressed as linear combinations of Q, u
1, to2 
(cf. (2C)). Analogously da;, dy can be expressed in terms of x1 , x/2> ^S ^ \ ^2- One 
can then derive the development 
do) = d In a A Q + a(dx A flx + dy A i^) 
= 4(X2 A UJ2 - X2 A w1) + (_4V - / l V ) A Q 
where the coefficients 
^ s ^(« l ( L a - + Ma. + E(£- c a))-^(A f a- + ̂  + E( f | ;-
t o)W 
are of intrinsical nature. Even more interesting is the development 
dl = Y Aijf°i3 ( m o d ft2> X1, X2) 
quite analogous to (24) but with the summation over i + j = 3. Using the hint of 
Section 8, it may be adapted to 
dI = Y BiJuJii ( m o d ^ X1' X2) 
where L?2-7 (i + j — 3) are coefficients of intrinsical nature. As a result, we have a 
sufficient supply of means to reach the specification of Z1 , Z2. The calculations are 
in a certain sense of intermediate nature between the previous cases of the first- and 
second-order variational integrals and do not bring any new ideas. 
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F I R S T ORDER TRIPLE INTEGRALS 
14. Pre l iminar ies . Changing the underlying space and the module ft, we shall 
be interested in tlie equivalence problem for the variational integrals 
/ / / 
f(x,y,z,u, ^lx, uy, uz) dx A dy A dz —> extrémům. 
The new underlying space with coordinates x, y, z, iiijk (i, j , k = 0,1,...) is endowed 
with the module ft = {r9ijk; i,j,k = 0,1,...} where 0ijk = duijk -Ui+ij,kdx -
Uij+i,k dy — uijjk+i dz are the contact forms, and with the Lagrange density A = 
/ dx A dy A dz . (Abbreviations like ^l = itooo, • • • analogous to the previous ones will 
be currently used.) The module ft together with the family of all 3-forms £ satisfying 
the congruence f = A (mod ft) are taken for primary intrinsical objects. 
First of all, it can be verified that all automorphisms of the underlying space 
which preserve fi are mere prolonged contact transformations. In other terms, they 
preserve all submodules fi^ = {0ijk\i + j + k ^ (.; i, j , k = 0,1, . . .} C ft. We omit 
the proof. 
Secondly, the family of all forms £ is very wide and we should like to pick out a 
certain special form £ from it. This goal can be achieved by a successive reduction 
procedure quite analogously as in Section 6. (The reduction may run as follows. 
Since fi° = {i?} C fi is an intrinsical submodule, the group of coordinates x, y, z, ^l, 
ux. ^ly, uz is intrinsical, too. Consequently, we may deal with such forms £ which 
are expressible in terms of forms from the module H = {dx ,dy ,dz ,i9,^x,Oy,i9z}. 
For this subfamily, the additional requirement d£ = 0 (mod ft0, ft A Q) leads to a 
still narrower class of forms £ of the kind 
£ = A + (Pdy Adz + Q dz A dx + Rdx A dy ) A d 
- d (d A (r dx +sdy +tdz)) +(p 
where P = df/dux, Q = df/duy, R = df/duz are determined, r, s, t are variable 
functions, and (D = 0 (mod fi1 Afi1). Then, closely simulating Section 6, we introduce 
the requirement df = 0 (mod ft0). This implies the vanishing ip = 0. Finally, the 
form £ can be represented as a product fx A £2 A £3 of three linear forms if and only 
if r = s = t = 0.) As a final result, the familiar VC form 
(27) i = A + (Pdy Ad* +Q dz A d:r + Rdx A Ay ) A d 
appears. In principle, it is of intrinsical nature with respect to prolonged contact 
transformations (the automorphisms of ft) but we shall now see that in reality only 
the prolonged point equivalences may be taken into account. 
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In more precise terms, we shall see that the module O = {dx , dy, dz , du } is of 
intrinsical nature. To this aim, let 
dx = d/dx + Y^ u>i+i,j,kd/duijk, dy = d/dy + . . . , dz = d/dz + . . . 
be the familiar basis of ft1-. Then the moving frame 
(28) Zi=pidx+q
idy+r
1dz (i = V2,3;A = d e t f
P ' ^ J ^ o) 
(a general basis of ftx) is of intrinsical nature. It follows that the families of forms 
(29) C1=Z2\Z3\C Q2 = Z'\Z'\l C3 = zXJz2je 
are intrinsical and consequently the module 
o = {dx,<\y,dz,o} = {e,<;2,(:i,n0} 
is of intrinsical nature, too. This is the desired result. 
On this occasion, let us mention the intrinsical trivector d = dx A dy A dz/f (with 
the property f (5) = 1) and the relevant identity Zl A Z2 A Z3 = fAd which means 
that the coefficient / A is of intrinsical nature. One can also verify the formula 
C1 A C2 A C3 = (fA)3£. (Hint: use (29) on the left hand side and apply the operators 
Zl\Zj\ and Zl\Z2\Z3 to the arising equation.) 
15. Intrinsical polarity. Take a general vector field Z = pdx + qdy + rdz £ ft
1-
and recall the intrinsical family LJ = ad (a ^ 0 is variable). Then the mapping 
Z -+ Z\ du = a{pOx + qdy + rtf3) (mod J^
0) 
between ft1- and ll1 /ft0 is bijective. On the other hand, take a general linear form 
( G 0 with the class C - pdx + qdy + rdz (mod ft0), and recall the 'PC form (27). 
Then the extension product 
\fa\\dux
 x duy
 y dz / 
+ ( ^ + - ) « + ( ^ - + - W } A W A « 
makes a good sense and determines a mapping C ->{ . . .} of the class of C into ft1/ft0. 
Altogether taken, the composition 
(30) C ->{ . . . } = aipOx + (7i?y + ri?z) ^ Z 
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is a polarity with respect to the quadratic form 
depending on parameter a (which will be soon specified). 
In more explicit terms, the polarity (30) is determined by the formulae 
1 0 Q . A ^ l ð Q i Л ^ l ð Q - ) , 
2 дf 
'•dz. 
It follows that the intrinsical class f = f dx Ady Adz (mod ft0) is transformed into 
the trivector: 
/ dx A dy A dz -> / •(...) A (...) A (...) = ^ ^ S 
fcfi 
(where Hess / = det [d J/ a u*--) is the Hessian). The coefficient of 3 is intrinsical. 
Assuming the regularity Hess / ^ 0, it may be equated to ±1 (where ± is the sign 
of / Hess / ) . This yields the specification a = (± Hess f / / ) 1 / / ( 3 of the parameter a 
and thus the relevant specifications of all objects (as, e.g., UJ,Q) depending on a. 
16. An intrinsical form. First of all, let us recall the families (29) depending 
on pl,... , r 3 . In explicit terms, e.g., 
(31) 
<;' = / ( 
r2 q2 
r 3 q3 
dx +...}+ P 
r2 q2 
+ .. <ð 
= pi dx + </i dy + n åz + -z{Ppi + Qqi + Rrx)ů. 
Secondly, following the common method, let us introduce the families uol = Zl\ dQ 
and (17) (where i = 1,2,3). One can then represent dx, dy, dz as linear combina­
tions of (l, C2, C3> <2- Analogously i)x, tiy, i92 can be expressed in terms of Q, to
1, u/2, 
UJ3 and (using a slight adaptation of Section 8) analogous formulae can be derived 
for higher order contact forms. 
In virtue of these formulae (not explicitly stated here), a development of the kind 
du; = d In a A Q + a(dx A dx + dy A dy + dz Ai)z) 
can be derived. (As the first summand of the last term is concerned, use Ql(Zl) = /A, 
C(Zj) = 0 for i^j.) The coefficients 
A1 = 
ðlnö І Л ,- fдìnã Q\ ,. fдìnã R , , 
+ т I P + ( ^ Г — + т ) Q + I — — + - 1 ' ãfA\\дux f дuь f дuz f 
are intrinsical. So we obtain the intrinsical vector field 
1 / / d i n a P N 
a / Д ((tЃ + 7> + (")э' + ( " > а - ) € í , i 
uniquely determined from the property C(A) = A1. In our regular case, the polarity 
(30) can be inverted and transforms A into an intrinsical linear form a, more precisely, 
into the class a = udx + vdy + wdz G 0 (mod ft0). (The functions u,v,w can be 
explicitly calculated but we omit the result.) Then the formula (31) for C1 together 
with the analogous expressions of C2>C3 immediately implies that 
a = udx + vdy + wdz + — (Pu + Qv + Rw)d G O 
necessarily is an intrinsical form. (This is the unique element of the class of a modulo 
ft0 which is linearly depending on C^C^C3-) 
17. Concluding no te. One can also derive an invariant depending on the EC 
operator E = Y2(~^x)l(—dy)j(-dz)
kdf/duijk. Namely, the formula 
F1 
d£ = Ed A dx A dy A dz = — Q A f (mod ft A ft) 
a / 
implies that the function I = E/df is of this kind. 
In general several strategies can be chosen to ultimately specify Z1 , Z2 , Z3 and 
thus to reach the Frenet coframe. Assuming A ^ 0, one may choose Zl = A and then 
consider the invariant function Q(a) and the development of dQ(a) in terms of C1, 
C2, C3i ^5 u
l, u/2, UJ3 which (in principle) yields a lot of other invariants permitting the 
determination of Z2 , Z3 . The case A = 0 is a rather peculiar one but then the higher 
order invariant / and the development of dl can be employed. On this occasion, it is 
to be noted that for every invariant 47, the class (5 = dxB - dx + dyB • dy + dzB - dz G 
O/ft° is of intrinsical nature and turns into an intrinsical vector field from ft-1 by 
the use of polarity. This vector field might be included into the sought family Z1 , 
Z2 , Z3 . 
Because of a large number of particular subcases which may occur, we shall not 
pass to more detail. It would be desirable to discuss some particular examples, the 
case Hess / = 0, and the divergence problem. 
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T W O VARIABLE FUNCTIONS 
18 . P r e p a r a t o r y r e m a r k s . In the case of several variable functions, the true 
contact transformations do not exist, they are mere prolonged point transformations 
(see below for a simple proof). But this fact docs not made the equivalence problem 
easier since, on the other hand, the order increasing transformations may appear 
(even between variational integrals of a fixed order!) in the infinite jet space (cf. [3]). 
It is highly probable that this trouble cannot appear if we deal with mere rcgtdar 
variational problems but we shall not go into this domain at this place. Our present 
aim is a modest one: to deal with order preserving equivalences for the variational 
integral 
(3-2) / / f(x, y, u, v, ux,vx, uy,vy) dx A dy —> extremum. 
Using the alternative notation 
w1 = u, w
2 = v, w)k = d
j+kw{/dxjdyk 
and abbreviations like wl = w00, w
l
x = w\0, w
l = iv0l, . . . , we can make our task 
more precise as follows. 
Our reasonings are carried out in the space of variables x,y,w)k (i = 1, 2; j , k = 
0 , 1 , . . . ) . This space is equipped with the module ft = {0)k ; i = 1, 2; j , k = 0, 1,. . .} 
generated by the contact forms i9)k = dw)k — u))+i^k dx — w->A.+1 dy, and with the 
Lagrange density A = f dx Ady . We are interested in order preserving equivalences, 
i.e., the submodules tte = {0)k ; j + k ^ £} are apriori taken for intrinsical objects. 
As the integral (32) is concerned, the family of forms f satisfying the congruence 
f = A (mod Q) is taken for additional intrinsical object, too. 
The aim of the present Section is to determine two other (and crucial) intrinsical 
objects. 
First of all, since ft0 = {dl,d2} is intrinsical (abbreviation 0l = 000), the module 
E = {dx , dy , da , dv , dux , dvx , duy , dvy } 
is intrinsical, too. (Hint: observe that x, . . . , vy is the minimal group of coordinates 
such tha t there exists a basis of Q° expressible in terms of them.) Let us consider a 
form UJ = ad1 + bd2 £ Vt where a, b are fixed but arbitrary functions. Then in the 
cotangent space of variables dx , . . . , dvy , the exterior systems du) = 
da A ^ + db A d2 + a(dx A dux + dy A duy ) + b(dx A dvy + dy A dvy ) = 0 
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have tlie common solution dl = 02 = dx = dy = 0 for all choices of a, b. One 
can then see that every common solution involves botli the conditions dl = d2 = 0 
and also dx — dy = 0. It follows that the above solution is the minimal one (and 
thus unique), i.e., the module O = {d.T , dy , du ,dU } is of intrinsical nature. (We 
have derived a version of the Lie-Bdcklund theorem: an automorphism of ft0 is a 
prolonged point transformation.) 
Now we shall look for the VC form. In virtue of the previous result, the subfamily 
of such forms £ which may be expressed only in terms of differentials da;, dy , da , 
dv is of intrinsical nature. These are just the forms of the kind 
f = A - ^(P{ dy - Q{ dx ) A & + n?1 A tf2 
where P l , F2, Q l , Q2, r are varying functions. Then the intrinsical requirement 
d£ = 0 (mod H°,0 AH) determines the coefficients 
p'^df/dwi, Q'^df/dwi. 
Moreover, one can see that £ can be represented as an exterior product of appropriate 
1-forms if and only if r = (plq2 — qlp2)/f • So we have the VC form 
| = A - £ ( P f dy - Ql dx )A,f + fO1 A tf2 (7- = j P* Qp2). 
It is intrinsical with respect to point equivalences (and if the last summand of £ 
is omitted, the well-known form intrinsical to mere fiber-preserving equivalences 
appears). 
19. Principal results. We should like to simulate Section 1. However, already 
the counterpart to (4), the formula 
d£ = Y,{& d* A dV ~ ( -^< + Ml%) A dy 
+ (Mijtflx + N
ij&y) A dx } A tf
j + fd CD11 A t)2) + a 




y, N" = S
2f/dwiydi^ and the last summand 
a = (Adx + Bdy) A ^ A 02 need not be explicitly stated here) seems to be much 
more complex so that we are not able to follow it too closely. 
Let us introduce the common family of vectors Z = pdx + qdy G i l
1 where p, q 
are varying functions and 
dx = d/dx + ^2-w}+ltkdw)k, dy = d/dy + J2<k+idw% 
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are tlie total derivatives. Let moreover LJ1 = a1^1 + blr02 (i = 1,2) be a general 
coframe of H°, i.e., a1 and b* are varying functions with a = alb2 — a2bl ^ 0. Using 
(33), one can derive a formula of the kind Z\ d£ = (3 A LU1 -f 7 A UJ2 where /i, 7 are 
certain differential forms expressible in terms of dx , dy , i?\ t^, i?^. They are unique 
modulo 0° (hence modulo 0) and thus the requirement 
(34) Z\ duj1 is proportional to /3 (mod 0) 
makes good sense. Assuming pq ^ 0 (the subcase pq = 0 is easier), (34) leads to the 
condition 
(L1 Y - 2Mnpq + Nnp2)(L22q2 - 2AI22pa + N22p2) 
- ( L 1 V - 2M12pq + N12p2)(L21q2 - 2M21pq + N21p2) = 0 
for the coefficients p, q, and to a homogeneous linear system (with coefficients de-
pending on p, q) for a1, a2, b1, b2. In general, (35) has four mutually distinct roots 
\j) = (pla){j)\ 3 = 1,. • •, 4, and for each of them, the linear system mentioned has a 
unique nonvanishing solution a).,, B)., determined up to a factor. The corresponding 
families 
Z(j) = Wj(dx + XU)dy), wfo = ^.(o^tf
1 + fc^t)2), 
where Wj, wx- (i = 1,2; j = 1 , . . . ,4) are variable functions, are of intrinsical nature. 
(We shall not state more details here for an obvious reason: they are mere routine. It 
is to be noted that the above uniqueness of a) .*, bl-s is ensured if a certain determinant 
is nonvanishing which may be regarded as a generalized regularity condition. We also 
tacitly omit the discussion of complex and multiple roots, in particular the latter ones 
cause much troubles.) 
Specification of coefficients can be obtained by the use of the intrinsical require-
ments 
z(j)\z(k)\Z = WjWk(\j) - \k))f = ±1 0\fc = 1,2,3) 
where the sign is appropriately chosen. (In the case of multiple roots, only a part of 
these requirements can be set up.) They yield, e.g., the specification of wy\ 
2 WiW2 • W1W3 , 1 A( 2 ) - A(3) 
(Wi) = = ± -
W2W3 / (A( i ) - A ( 2 ) ) ( A ( ! ) - A ( 3 ) ) 
Analogous equations determine w>2, W3 (and even w4). Then we may introduce the in-
trinsical forms C(j) = z{j)\£>\ j = 1 , . . . ,4. (For the construction of a Frenet coframe, 
only two of them are enough.) Specification of coefficients cx- can be comfortably 
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derived from tlie developments of the forms dtD^ modulo ft0. (Alternatively, appro-
priate linear combinations of the forms Qj) belong to ft0 and at the same time are 
of intrinsical nature.) 
We conclude that there are many ways (not stated above, e.g., the use of d£(j) , 
dA(j) , etc.) to the sought Frenet coframe, however, it seems that it is not reasonable 
to continue in this generality. 
20. Three remarks, (i) There exist unique functions t1, t2 satisfying the con-
gruence d£ = £ A £]FiOl (mod ft), namely 
(36) t1 = —AEYb2 - E2a2), t2 = -^(E'a1 - E'b1). 
a) a} 
Since V are intrinsical for the equivalence transformations between variational in-
tegrals, and transformation rules for the values f, a = a}b2 — bxa2,a x, a2, b1, b2 
arc clear ( / and a are multiplied by a determinant, a1 and bx are changed in such a 
maimer that the forms u>1 = a1^)1 + bxd2 are invariant, i.e., contragradiently to tfl), 
the formulae (36) determine the transformation rule for the EC operators E1, E2. If 
moreover a1, bl are replaced by specified values, t1 and t2 turn into invariants of the 
integral (32). 
(ii) A biquadratic form intrinsically related to the integral (32) can be determined 
by simulating the method of Section 3,15. The above mentioned form Q(Z 0 </?) 
will be defined on the tensor product H 1 ® ! ! 0 and will be quadratic in the factors 
Z G ft1- and ipGfi0 separately In explicit terms, let Z = pdx + qdy, UJ = ad
1 + bd2. 
We introduce the mapping 




It determines a bijection between the spaces ft1- 0 ft0 and ft1 /ft0. Now, in order to 
define the "bipolarity" relevant to the sought form Q, we have to introduce the dual 
space 
(ft1- ®ft°y = (nLy®(ft°y 
Here (ft^^y consists of restrictions of linear forms £ to the space ft1-; we denote 
( ^ pdx + qdy G (ft-1)*. If we introduce the basis dx, dy, d/dd
l-k (i = 1,2; j,k = 
0,1,. . .) of the module of all vector fields (the basis is dual to the basis dx , dy , l0i-k), 
then the restriction to ft0 of a vector field C = cdx + c'dy + ^c*.fe9/3i?*.fc clearly is 
C = cld/00l + c2d/dd2 G (ft°y. With this notation and formula (33), we have the 
mapping 
(38) C ® C --> CJ(C A i) =- {. ..} -> {.. .} G rt/tf, 
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where {...} = 
- J2 cJ(L^pi)i + M'^qOi + pt)y) + N'tqdy) 
(39) J 
+-f{c
l(P02y - ¥i) - c
2(pOy - aoD) e rt/n
0. 
The inversion of (37) composed with (39) yields the sought "bipolarity" mapping 
P : Q1- © n° -» (ft1- © n°y. The relevant biquadratic form is defined by the duality 
pairing Q(C © C) = B(C ® C)(C ® C), where B(C 0 C) G (fi-1 © ft0)* is regarded as a 
linear function on Q1- © SI0. 
(iii) If we deal with fiber equivalences, the module {dx , dg } is of intrinsical nature. 
Then the last summand of (39) may be omitted and Q gets simplier. Analogous 
arguments applied to £ implies that both the forms X = f dx Ady and //, = ^(F* dy — 
Ql dx) A ()l are of intrinsical nature. We may consider the mappings Z —> ZJA, 
C -> C\fi into the module {d.v,d?y}. The first can be inverted and so we obtain 
an intrinsical mapping (ft0)-1 —•> Q1- by composition, and thus a biquadratic form 
Q(C © Z) by substitution. 
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